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Abstract
The problem of how to transform large data trees received on
streams with a much smaller memory is still an open challenge
despite of a decade of research on XML. Therefore, the current
approach of the XSLT working of the W3C is to provide stream-
ing support only for a smaller fragment of XSLT 3.0. This has the
drawback that many existing XSLT programs need to be rewrit-
ten in order to become executable on XML streams, while many
others cannot be rewritten at all, since defining nonstreamble trans-
formations. In this paper, we propose a new hyperstreaming ap-
proach that does not require any a priori restrictions. The model of
hyperstreaming generalizes on the model of streaming by adding
shredding operations for the output stream, so that its parts may be
plugged together later on. Many transformations such as flips of
document pairs are hyperstreamable but not streamable. We then
present the functional language X-Fun for defining transformations
between XML data trees, while providing shredding instructions.
X-Fun can be understood as an extension of Frisch’s XSTREAM
language with output shredding, while pattern matching is replaced
by tree navigation with XPATH expressions. We provide a compiler
from XSLT into a fragment of X-Fun, which can be considered as
the core of XSLT. We then present a hyperstreaming algorithm for
evaluating X-Fun programs which combines a recent XPath eval-
uator with a traditional functional programming engine. We have
implemented a hyperstreaming evaluator for X-Fun and thus for
XSLT and compare it experimentally with SAXON’s XSLT imple-
mentation. It turns out that many XSLT programs become hyper-
streamable with good efficiency and without any manual rewriting.
Note from February 2014: The first contribution of this
report is the definition of X-Fun. This definition is outdated
meanwhile, since X-Fun evolved at lot. See our follow-up paper
at http://hal.inria.fr/hal-00954692. The second contribution on
hyperstreaming is not described there though.
1. Introduction
The problem of how to transform large data trees received on
streams with a much smaller memory is still an open challenge
despite of a decade of research on XML [1, 10, 13, 15, 17, 19,
22, 24, 25]. The most used programming language for defining
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transformations of data trees are XSLT, JAVASCRIPT for JSON [5],
NOSQL languages [4], CDUCE [3], beside many others.
Memory efficiency is essential for processing data trees of sev-
eral giga bytes that do not fit into main memory, while time effi-
ciency is important too. However, some transformations cannot be
streamed with a bounded memory. An example is the insertion of
table of contents into a book:
book(t)⇒ book(toc(t), t)
A streaming implementation of this transformation has to read the
content t of the book from the input stream while computing the
table of contents toc(t), but it has also to buffer t for output once
the output of toc(t) was completed. Clearly, this cannot be done
with a buffer of bounded size since the size of t may be unbounded.
Therefore, the current approach of the XSLT working group of
the W3C is to restrict the streaming support for XSLT 3.0 to a
smaller fragment [14], as followed by the SAXON implementation
[17]. For illustration, we show how to define the above transforma-
tion by an XSLT like program in a functional language with XPATH
navigation:
addtoc(x) =
case x of [self::book]
then tree(book,toc(x)
for x’ in x/child::* do subtree(x’))
toc(x) = ...
The corresponding XSLT 3.0 program does not belong to the
streamable fragment, since fork-operators are required around se-
quences for enabling parallel evaluation, such as for the sequence:
toc(x) for x’ in x/child::* do subtree(x’)
Indeed, only a very small class of XSLT 3.0 programs without
fork-operators is streamable [8, 18]. So one might wonder, why
the fork-operator has not yet been implemented in Saxon. In the
above example, the problem is that the introduction of a fork-
operator does not solve the streamability problem, since the content
of the book t must still be buffered until its table of contents
toc(t) got output completely.
In this paper, we propose a new hyperstreaming model in order
to solve the above problem. The idea is to shred the output stream
into fragments that can be produced independently in parallel, and
plugged together later on. In the above example, for instance, we
would like to output toc(t) to its own stream shred, in order to un-
block the output of the remainder of the book, so that no buffering
becomes necessary any more. For this purpose, will will replace
toc(x) by shred(toc(x)) in the above program. Even flips of
document pairs, such as flipping book(toc, t) to book(t, toc) can
be computed in a hyperstreaming mode:
flip(x) = case x of [self::book] then tree(book,
shred(for x’ in x/child[2] do subtree(x’))
for x’ in x/child[1] do subtree(x’))
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It should also be notice that output shredding is similar to using fu-
tures for parallelizing the output production of functional programs
[11, 16, 23]. The difference here is that the output is written to an
external stream, rather then being stored in main memory.
We present X-Fun, a functional core language for transform-
ing data trees into shredded data trees, as needed to support hyper-
streaming. The input stream will contain a nested word [19] ob-
tained by linearization a data tree, in any of the common formats
(XML, JSON, etc.) while the output will be a shredded nested word
written on a collection of output streams. X-Fun can be derived
from the functional language XSTREAM [12] by adding shred in-
structions and XPATH navigation (instead of pattern matching). Al-
ternatively, X-Fun can be obtained from walking macro tree trans-
ducers [21], by shred instructions and a composition operator mak-
ing it Turing complete. We then show how to compile a large subset
of XSLT to X-Fun, while introducing shred operations systemat-
ically for reaching hyperstreamability. Navigation with XPATH is
essential here, while raising quite some challenges to streaming
evaluation compared to simpler pattern matching. Indeed, a frag-
ment of X-Fun without nested loops can be understood as the core
language of XSLT. With nested loops, many queries from XQUERY
can be expressed in X-Fun too.
The second contribution is a hyperstreaming algorithm for eval-
uating X-Fun transformations. Our algorithm extracts all XPATH
expressions from a given X-Fun program, and runs an XPATH
streaming machines for all of them, in order to compute their an-
swer sets incrementally and in parallel to the input stream. Fur-
thermore, our algorithm runs a functional engine in parallel, which
computes a shredded data tree from the input stream, and outputs
it as much as possible to the shredded output stream. The syn-
chronization control between the functional engine and the many
XPATH streaming machines is done by variables, as supported by
the FXP language [6, 13]. The XPATH streaming machines of FXP
1.1 tool produce answer nodes in an almost earliest manner, so that
they buffer only a minimal number of answer candidates at any
time point. In contrast to the hardness of earliest query answering
for XPATH [2, 13], the approximation done by FXP can be com-
puted highly efficiently and is tight in practice. We refer to [6] for
a large scale experimental comparison of FXP to the many alterna-
tive XPATH streaming tools in the literature. It shows that FXP out-
performs most previous XPATH streaming tools in time and mem-
ory efficiency, while having the largest coverage. The main missing
feature of FXP 1.1 are XPATH joins which would be essential for
reducing XQUERY streaming [10] to X-Fun.
We have implemented the evaluation algorithm for X-Fun based
on the FXP 1.1 tool in JAVA, as well as the compiler from XSLT
to X-Fun. In combination, we obtain a hyperstreaming evaluator
for XSLT. Its already proves good efficiency, even though we did
not yet spend much time with optimization. Due to hyperstream-
ing, the memory efficiency is excellent in many examples where
none of the existing streaming approaches (XSTREAM or SAXON)
could be applied. For small documents, the time efficiency is usu-
ally a little lower than for SAXON in-memory processing, for in-
stance by a factor of 7 for converting an address book from XML
to HTML. Since we assumed address books with unordered ad-
dress fields, and HTML outputs with rigidly ordered address fields,
such a conversion can be written within the streamable fragment
of XSLT 3.0 only when usuing fork-operators, which are not yet
supported by Saxon streaming though, nor can it be written natu-
rally in XSTREAM. We have also compared the efficiency or our
XSLT tool with Saxon’s streaming XSLT 3.0 implementation. On
a transformation that deletes a field in an address book, our imple-
mentation runs are only by a factor of 2-3 slower, so it is already
competitive without optimizations.
Outline. After some premiminaries in Section 2, we will intro-
duce X-Fun in Section 3 and compare its expressiveness to walk-
ing macro tree transducers and XSTREAM. Section 4 sketches our
compiler from XSLT to X-Fun. Section 5 presents an algorithm for
hyperstreaming evaluation of X-Fun. Section 6 discusses our im-
plementation and presents first experimental results.
2. Preliminaries
Before we define the X-Fun language, we first introduce some
preliminary definitions and fix the notation. In the rest of the paper,
Σ and ∆ will refer to a finite set of tags and internal letters,
respectively.
Data Trees and Nested Words. Data trees are ordered unranked
trees, which may contain textual contents in leaf nodes, and data
hedges are sequences of data trees. More formally, the set of data
hedges H over Σ and ∆ is the least set that contains all strings in
∆∗, all sequences (h1, . . . , hn) in H∗, and all pairs a(h) where
a ∈ Σ and h ∈ H. A data tree t is a data hedge of the form
a(h). Given that every hedge is a sequence of data trees, we can
define the concatenation of two hedges h ⋅ h′ as the concatenation
of these sequences. The set of nodes of a data tree can be defined as
usual, as well as the relations ch and nextsibling. From this we can
define the relations descendant = ch+, ancestor = descendant−1,
and followingsibling = nextsibling+. The text of a data tree is the
concatenation of all texts in its text leafs:
text(w) =def w for w ∈ ∆∗
text(a(h)) =def text(h)
text((h1, . . . , hn)) =def text(h1) ⋅ . . . ⋅ text(hn)
The subtree of a hedge h at node v is denoted by h∣v . The label
lab(t, v) of a node v in hedge h is the root label of t∣v . I.e., if this
subtree has the form a(h) then the label is a and in case of text
leafs, it is the constant text .
Sometimes, we will have to transform data hedges into data
trees. This can be done by fixing a symbol fakeroot ∈ Σ and adding
an artificial root node with this label:
to tree(h) =def fakeroot(h)
In order to write a data tree to a stream, we have to linearize it into
a nested word. A nested word over Σ and ∆ is word consisting
of opening tags <a>, closing tags </a> where a ∈ Σ and internal
letters from ∆, such that the sequence is balanced. I.e., there exists
a closing tag for every opening tag and the tags are well-nested.
Every data hedge h can be linearized in a left-first depth-first
manner into a unique nested word lin(h).
lin(w) =def <text>w</text>
lin(a(h)) =def <a>lin(h)</a>
lin((h1, . . . , hn)) =def lin(h1) ⋅ . . . ⋅ lin(hn)
For example, the data tree book(author(“Ullman”), . . .) is lin-
earized to the XML document:
<book><author><text>Ullman</text></author>. . .</book>.
The positions of nested word are called events. There are three kind
of events: internal, opening and closing, corresponding to internal
letters, opening and closing tags, respectively. Also note that every
node in a data hedge h labeled in Σ corresponds to exactly two
events in lin(h): an opening event and the corresponding close
event. Every text node corresponds to an opening event <text> a
sequence of events for all letters of the text, and a closing event
</text>.
XML Data Model and XPath. The XML data model defines data
trees with a typed signature Σ. There are five different types: docu-
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ment, element, attribute, comment, and processing instruction. Text
nodes of XML are mapped to text leafs in our data trees. In order
to deal with attribute nodes in examples, we will use labels such
as href attr where the type is indicated in the labels name. The
XML data model imposes some additional restrictions on data trees
with the above types, such as for instance, that attribute children
must proceed all other children.
XPATH is a navigational language for selecting nodes in XML
data trees. For instance, one can use the XPATH expression:
child::a/descendant::b[ancestor::c and
contains(text(),"Jemal")]
for navigating from some start node in an XML data tree to some
child labeled by a, and then to some descendant labeled by b that
is the target node, under the condition, that this target node has an
ancestor labeled by c and that its text contains “Jemal”. The basic
relations of XPATH expressions are the axis ch, followingsibling,
descendant, ancestor, etc. The axes of XPATH are basically the
relations of data trees named alike, except that the XPATH axes
are restricted by types. Attributes, for instance, cannot be accessed
by child axis, but there is a special operator for accessing them, for
instance, @href for accessing href-attributes.
The semantics of an XPATH expression P on a data tree t is a setJP Kpatht of pairs of nodes of t. An XPATH filter is a sub-expression
such as: [ancestor::c and contains(text(),"Jemal")]
The semantics of XPATH filters F on a data tree t is a set JF Kfiltert
of nodes of t that satisfy the filter. It should be noticed that XPATH
like expressions or filters can also be defined for general data trees
not satisfying the XML data model. The main difference will then
be in the typing information.
3. X-Fun
We introduce functional core language X-Fun for transforming data
trees into shredded data hedges and compare its expressivness to
walking macros tree transducers and XSTREAM.
3.1 Shredded Data Hedges
We first lift the notion of data hedges to shredded data hedge. In
order to do so, we assume a infinite set of hedge variables ranged
over by y.
Definition 1. A shredded data hedge over Σ and ∆ is a pair(h0, (yi, hi)ni=1) where hi is a data hedge over Σ and ∆ ⊎{yi+1, . . . , yn} and yi are pairwise distinct hedge variables.
Let h = (h0, (yi, hi)ni=1) and h′ = (h′0, (yi, hi)mi=n+1) two
shredded data hedges. The following unshredding operation plugs
the parts of a shedded hedge together, resulting in an unshredded
hedge, by substituting hedge variables by their values:
unshred(h) =def h0[h1/y1] . . . [hn/yn]
We also need to lift the constructors for shredded trees and con-
catenation operation on shedded hedges. These can be defined as
follows where a ∈ Σ:
a(h) =def (a(h0), (yi, hi)ni=1)
h ⋅ h′ = (h0 ⋅ h′0, (yi, hi)i=1...m)
Furthermore, we need a constructor of hedges with more shreds
shred yn+1 = hn+1 in h, where h = (h0, (yi, h1)ni=1) is a shred-
ded hedge with signature Σ∪{yn+1} for some fresh variable yn+1:
shred yn+1 = hn+1 in h =def (h0, (yi, hi)n+1i=1 )
We next need to lift the linearization to shredded data hedges. In
order to do so we need the notion of a shredded nested word.
Program A ∶∶= y (hedge variable)∣ subtree(N)∣ tree(L,A)∣ T∣ A1⋯An∣ let D in A∣ q(N,A1, . . . ,An)∣ for x in N/P do A (Vnode(A) ⊆ {x})∣ case N of F1 ⇒ A1 . . . Fn ⇒ An∣ compose x ∶ A in A′∣ shred(A,T )
Definitions D ∶∶= y = A∣ q(x, y1, . . . , yn) = A∣ x = N∣ D1&D2
Node N ∶∶= x (node variable)∣ v (node identifier)
Text T ∶∶= text(N)∣ “w” (w ∈ ∆∗)∣ T1 . . . Tn
Label L ∶∶= lab(N)∣ a (a ∈ Σ)
Path P ∶∶= path expressions over Σ and ∆
Filter F ∶∶= filter expression over Σ and ∆
Figure 1. Syntax of X-Fun.
Definition 2. A shredded nested word over Σ and ∆ is a pair(w0, (yi,wi)ni=1) where wi is a nested word over Σ and ∆ ⊎{yi+1, . . . , yn}, and all yi are pairwise distinct.
The linearization of a shredded data tree into a shredded nested
word over the same alphabets can now be defined as follows:
lin(h0, (yi, hi)ni=1) =def (lin(h0), (yi, lin(hi))ni=1)
A shredded nested word can be written into a collection of files, one
for each of its n + 1 fragments. In order to be able to assign names
to such files, we will assume that for every file name w ∈ ∆∗ there
exists a hedge variable yw in the set of our hedge variables.
3.2 Syntax
We assume an infinite set of node variables ranged over by x, and
a ranked alphabet of function names ranged over by q. Whenever
we will use an application q(N,A1, . . . ,An) we will assume that
n is the rank of q. We also assume that we are given a set of node
identifiers, which contains the identfier root for the root node of a
data tree.
The abstract syntax of X-Fun over these sets is then in Figure
1. An closed X-Fun program, as written by a user, may not contain
free variables (for hedges, nodes, or functions) and no other node
identifier than root . All other node identifier will be computed
by path navigation over the innput tree at evaluation time. The
semantics of a closed X-Fun program will be a function from
data trees to shredded data hedges. For open X-Fun programs, the
semantics will be defined relatively to a closing environment that
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maps hedge variables to shredded hedges, node variables to node
identifiers, and function variables to function definitions.
The main idea of the evaluation process is that an X-Fun pro-
gram will navigate up, down, left, and right on the input tree, while
constructing the output shredded hedge in a top-down manner. For
this we assume as a parameter of the X-Fun language a set of path
expressions ranged over by P and a set of filters ranged over by F ,
with evaluation functions, such that JP Kpatht is a subset of pairs of
nodes of t, and JF Kfiltert is a subset of nodes of t.
We now consider the different types of programs one by one.
A program y returns the shredded hedge assigned to y by the
environment. A program subtree(N) returns the subtree of of the
input tree rooted by the node designed by N . A program T returns
a text leaf containing the text designed by T . A program A1 . . .An
returns the concatenation of the shredded hedges computed by A1,
. . ., An. A program let D in A extends the environment by the
definitions in D, and the returns the output of A in the extended
environment. A program for x in N/P do A computes the set of
all nodes v that can be reached over P from the node of the input
tree denoted by N , computes for all these nodes the output of A,
and returns these output in the order of the nodes in the input tree.
We restrict loops such that x may be the only free node variable
occuring in body A, i.e. Vnode(A) ⊆ {x}, in order to simplify the
evaluation algorithms later on. A program p(N,A1, . . . ,An) is an
application of function p to the node value of N and the outputs
hedges computed by A1, . . ., An. A program case N of F1 ⇒
A1 . . . Fn ⇒ An choses the first filter Fi that is satisfied by
the node value of N and returs the output of Ai. A program
compose x ∶ A in A′ composes the transformations of A and
A′. More precisely, The transformation A′ is applied to the result
of the transformation A, to whose root x will refer. A program
shred (A,T ) output the result of A onto the shred yw where w is
the name of a file computed from T . The only variables binders are
let-expressions and function definitions.
A node descriptor N is either a node variable x or a node iden-
tifier v. A text descriptor text(N) returns the text of the subtree
of the input tree at the node described by N . A text descriptor “w”
desribesw itself, and T1⋯Tn desribes the concatenation of the texts
described by the Ti. A label descriptor lab(N) returns the label of
the node described by N , and label constant a ∈ Σ describes itself.
3.3 Semantics
We will use definitions D as environments for the evaluation of
X-Fun programs. We will always assume that all variables of the
program are assigned to a value of D, and also that all variables
used in D are assigned a value further on the right in D. When
starting evaluating a closed program this assumption will always
remain satisfied, as long as we assume that values of hedge vari-
ables are not defined in cycles. This can be checked statically by a
simple acyclicity test. In slight abuse of notation, we will denote by
D(x), D(y), and D(q) the value that D assigns to the respective
variable.
Given a data tree t, an enviroment D, we define the evalu-
ator J.Kt,D for X-Fun program in in Figure 2. The definition is
recursive in order to deal with least fix points of recursively de-
fined functions. We also need auxilary evaluators J.Klabt,D for la-
bel descriptors, J.Ktextt,D for text descriptors, J.Knodet,D for node de-
scriptors. Most rules of the evaluator straightforwardly follow the
intuition, so we concentrate on the nasty details. When comput-
ing Jfor x in N/P do AKt,D the document order of nodes on the
tree t becomes relevant: we write v1 < v2 if the opening event
of node v1 comes before the opening event of v2 in lin(t). Let
v′ = JNKnodet,D . Let {v1, . . . , vn} be the set of nodes reachable over
path P from v, i.e., {v1, . . . , vn} = {v ∣ (v′, v) ∈ JP Kpatht }, such
Program
JyKt,D =D(y)Jsubtree(N)Kt,D = t∣JNKnode
t,DJtree(L,A)Kt,D = JLKlabt,D(JAKt,D)JT Kt,D = JT Ktextt,DJA1⋯AnKt,D = JA1Kt,D ⋅ . . . ⋅ JAnKt,DJlet D′ in AKt,D = JAKt,D&D′
q(x, y1, . . . , yn) = A in D
D′ = (x = JNKt,D&y1 = JA1Kt,D& . . .&yn = JAnKt,D)Jq(N,A1, . . . ,An)Kt,D = JAKt,D&D′{v1, . . . , vn} = {v ∣ (JNKnodet,D , v) ∈ JP Kpatht } v1 < ... < vnJfor x in N/P do AKt,D = JAKt,D&x=v1 ⋅ . . . ⋅ JAKt,D&x=vn
if i is the smallest number such that JNKnodet,D ∈ JFiKfiltert
then h = JAiKt,D else h is empty hedgeJcase N of F1 ⇒ A1 . . . An ⇒ FnKt,D = h
t′ = to tree(unshred(JAKt,D))Jcompose x ∶ A in A′Kt,D = JA′Kt′,D & x=root
w = JT Ktextt,DJshred(A,T )Kt,D = shred yw = JAKt,D in yw
Node
JvKnodet,D = vJxKnodet,D = t[D(x)]
Text
J“w”Ktextt,D = “w”Jtext(N)Ktextt,D = text(t∣JNKnode
D,t
)JT1 . . . TnKtextt,D = JT1Ktextt,D . . . JTnKtextt,D
Label
JaKlabt,D = aJlab(N)Klabt,D = t[JNKnodet,D]
Figure 2. Semantics of X-Fun.
that v1 < . . . < vn}. In this case, the body of the loop A is eval-
uated for all x = v1, . . . , x = vn in this order, and the results are
concatenated. For computing Jcase N of F1 ⇒ A1 . . . An ⇒
FnKt,D there are two issues. If more then one filter Fi selects the
value of N , then the leftmost filter is applied. If none of the fil-
ter matches, then the empty hedge is returned. Alternatively, we
could have added an explict else statement, or we could have con-
sidered the lack of a match as a program error. When computingJcompose x ∶ A in A′Kt,D on has to be careful that JAKt,D re-
turns a shredded data hedge, which must be converted into a non-
shredded data tree t′, before the transformation JA′Kt′,D&x=root can
be applied to it. The result of Jshred(A,T )Kt,D is the shredded
hedge shred yw = JAKt,D in yw, so that output of A will be writ-
ten onto file w of a shredded stream.
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a d d r e s s e s (
a d d r e s s (
name ( “Jemal A n t i d z e ” )
phone ( “99532 305072” , s e c r e t )
e m a i l ( “ j e a n t i d z e @ y a h o o . com” )
phone ( “99532 231231” )
e m a i l ( “ j e a n t i d z e @ i p . o s g f . ge” )
c i t y ( “ T b l i s s i ” )
s t r e e t ( “Gia T e t e l a s h v i l i S t r e e t ” ) )
a d d r e s s (
name ( “Joachim Nieh ren” )
c i t y ( “ L i l l e ” )
s t r e e t ( “Rue Esquermoise” ) )
)
⇒
<ol>
< l i>
<p> Jemal A n t i d z e </p>
<p> Gia T e t e l a s h v i l i S t r e e t </p>
<p> T b l i s s i <p/>
<p> Phone : 99532 231231 <p/>
<a h r e f =” m a i l t o : Jemal A n t i d z e
& l t ; j e a n t i d z e @ y a h o o . com &g t ;”>
j e a n t i d z e @ y a h o o . com </a>
<a h r e f =” m a i l t o : Jemal A n t i d z e
& l t ; j e a n t i d z e @ i p . o s g f . ge &g t ;”>
j e a n t i d z e @ i p . o s g f . ge </a>
</ l i>
< l i>
<p> Joachim Nieh ren </p>
<p> Rue Esquermoise </p>
<p> L i l l e </p>
</ l i>
</ o l>
Figure 3. Publication of an address book in HTML except for secret entries.
l e t
c o n v e r t a d d r e s s ( x ) =
l e t
name = f o r x ’ i n x / c h i l d : : name
do s u b t r e e ( x ’ )
s t r e e t = f o r x ’ i n x / c h i l d : : s t r e e t
do s u b t r e e ( x ’ )
c i t y = f o r x ’ i n x / c h i l d : : c i t y
do s u b t r e e ( x ’ )
c o n v e r t e m a i l ( x ’ ) =
t r e e ( a , t r e e ( h r e f a t t r , “ m a i l t o : ”
name “<” t e x t ( x ’ ) “>” )
t e x t ( x ’ ) )
i n
t r e e ( l i ,
t r e e ( p , name )
t r e e ( p , s t r e e t )
t r e e ( p , c i t y )
f o r x ’ i n x / c h i l d : : phone
[ n o t ( c h i l d : : s e c r e t ) ] do
t r e e ( p , “Phone : ” s u b t r e e ( x ’ ) )
end
fo r x ’ i n x / c h i l d : : e m a i l do
c o n v e r t e m a i l ( x ’ )
end )
end
in
t r e e ( ol , f o r x i n r o o t / d e s c e n d a n t : : a d d r e s s do
c o n v e r t a d d r e s s ( x )
end )
end
Figure 4. X-Fun program converting address books to HTML.
3.4 Examples
In Figure 3 we illustrate a transformation that converts an address
book into HTML, while leaving out secret information. The address
fields are assumed to be unordered in the input data tree, while the
fields of the output HTML addresses should be published in the or-
der name, street, city, phone and email. This transformation
is perfectly streamable in practice, so shredding should not be nec-
essary here. In theory, however, one might still need an unbounded
memory for buffering an unbounded number of phone numbers or
email addresses.
An X-Fun program defining this transformation is given in Fig-
ure 4. Starting at the root, if first selects all descendants x locating
an address records, and applies the function convert address to
all of them. For each address record, the program first extracts the
values of the fields name, street, and city located at some chil-
dren of x. These values are then bound to hedge variables named
alike. In the scope of these variables, the function convert email
is defined, which outputs a hyperlink by which one can send Email
to this address, while displaying the name too. Recall that we
treat HTML attributes as normal children but with the typed label
href attr instead of the untyped label href.
The question of how to write the same transformation in the
streaming fragment of XSLT 3.0 is not that simple. First of all, the
many parallel applications would require to introduce xsl-fork
statement in many places (which however is not yet implemented
in Saxon). Second, one cannot use XPATH expressions such as
child::phone[not(child::secret)]
in XSLT 3.0 in contrast to X-Fun, since such XPATH queries can-
not select answer nodes directly at their opening event with 0-delay.
One has to wait until the closing event in the worst case. In XSLT
3.0, a work around enabling larger delays would be to store a copy
of the whole subtree in a variable (such as does our compose op-
erator) and then process the variable in a non-streaming mode. In
the XSLT specification, this technique is called burst-mode stream-
ing. All these complications show that X-Fun has already important
advantages for streaming compared to XSLT 3.0 even without any
output shredding, since no a priori rewriting is needed for running
the streaming engine.
Parameter Passing. In our X-Fun example, the name-field is used
as a parameter of the function convert email. We have thus
passed a global parameter by defining this function in the scope
of the hedge variable name. Another possibility would have been
define the function convert email at top-level with an explicit
second argument received at calling time:
c o n v e r t e m a i l 2 ( x ’ , name ) =
t r e e ( a , t r e e ( h r e f a t t r , “ m a i l t o : ” name
“<” t e x t ( x ’ ) “>” )
t e x t ( x ’ ) )
More generally, it is always possible to move definitions to the
top-level, by adding arguments for all its parameters. Conversely,
one can also always use function definitions where all parameters
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are defined by free variables, so that only a single node valued
argument remains for all function definitions.
A third alternative to parameters is to use navigation with back-
ward axis in path expressions. Here, the name field is found at a
sibling of the email-field, so we can access it as follows:
c o n v e r t e m a i l 3 ( x ’ ) =
l e t
name = f o r x ’ i n x / p a r e n t : : * / c h i l d : : name
do s u b t r e e ( x ’ )
i n
t r e e ( a , t r e e ( h r e f a t t r , “ m a i l t o : ” name
“<” t e x t ( x ) “>” ) t e x t ( x ) )
end
Such a programming style may appear appropriate, if one only
wants publish all email addresses of the addrees book, so that one
does not want to program the whole navigation manually.
l e t
c o n v e r t e m a i l 3 ( x ’ ) = . . .
i n
fo r x i n r o o t / d e s c e n d a n t do c o n v e r t e m a i l 2 ( x )
end
It should also be noticed that the programming styles with global
parameters (alternative 2) or backward axis (altenative 3) are sup-
ported by XSLT, while local parameters (alternative 1) are not.
Composing Transformations. The compose expression allows to
change the status of parameters, so that they can transformed again.
For instance, we can implement a transformation, that recursivley
applies the rewrite rule:
p(a(y1), b(y2))→ p(y1, y2)
This can be done as follows:
l e t
q ( x ) = c a s e x o f [ c h i l d : : a and c h i l d : : b ] ⇒
l e t
y1 = f o r x ’ i n x / c h i l d : : a / c h i l d : : * do
s u b t r e e ( x ’ )
y2 = f o r x ’ i n x / c h i l d : : b / c h i l d : : * do
s u b t r e e ( x ’ )
y = p ( y1 , y2 )
i n
compose x : y i n q ( x )
end
in
q ( r o o t )
end
By using such a function, one can test for instance whether the input
tree has the form p(an, bn) for some n. More generally, one can
express arbitary term rewrite systems, so one can encode Turing
machines.
3.5 Expressiveness
We first argue that the sublanguage of X-Fun without compose
and shred , and texts, is equivalent in expressive power to a
variant of macro tree transducers [9] for unranked trees. We will
show that XSTREAM is subsumed [12] by X-Fun without shred -
expressions.
Walking macro tree transducers A top-down tree transducer per-
forms tree-to-tree transformations by performing a single top-down
pass over the input tree while producing an output tree in the pro-
cess. It can perform simple operations such as renaming, reordering
children and filtering. However, more complex operations are not
possible as it can only remember a constant amount of information
in the state. A macro tree transducer (MTT) is a generalization of a
top-down tree transducer with parameters, by which partial output
trees can be stored and output later on. In [20], macro tree trans-
ducers were extended to walking MTTs on unranked trees, which
can navigate using path expressions P and filters F for some class
of formulas.
Definition 3. A walking MTT is a pair (R,A0), where A0 is an
initial action and R is a finite set of rules of the form
q(x1 ∈ F, y1, . . . yk)⇒ A ,
where q is a function name, x1 a node variables, and y1, . . . , yk
hedge variables, andA an action with the following abstract sytnax:
A ∶∶= yj ∣ subtree(x1) ∣ tree(a,A) ∣ A1 . . .An∣ q′(x2 ∈ x1/P,A1, . . .Am) ,
We illustrate the relationship between walking MTTs and X-
Fun by demonstrating how to translate them into X-Fun programs.
Basically, the translation is straight-forward, since we used already
symbols for coinciding concepts.
yi ↦ yi
subtree(x1)↦ subtree(x1)
tree(a,A)↦ tree(a,A)
A1 . . .An ↦ A1 . . .An
q(x2 ∈ x1/P,A1, . . . ,An)↦ { for x2 in x1/P doq(x2,A1, . . .An)
q(F1(x1), y1, . . . , yn)⇒ A1
. . .
q(Fm(x1), y1, . . . , yn)⇒ Am
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭↦
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
q(x1, y1, . . . , yn) =
case x1 of
F1 ⇒ A1
. . .
Fm ⇒ Am
A top-level let expression is needed in order to combine translate
an walking tree transducer (R,A) into let D in A′ where D is the
set of rules obtained by translating R and A′ the translation of A.
Conversely, the fragment of X-Fun without compose , shred ,
and text can be expressed by walking tree transducers, mainly,
since environment for binding hedge variables can be eliminated.
With compose instructions, however, X-Fun becomes Turing-
complete.
XStream X-Fun also subsumes to XSTREAM [12], a functional
language for transforming XML documents in a streaming fashion.
However, XSTREAM lacks support for both shredding and XPATH
navigation. The latter makes it difficult to translate non-descending
transformations. The usual pattern matching that XSTREAM pro-
vides leads to a quite different programming style, mainly based on
term rewriting.
4. Compiler of XSLT to X-Fun
We recall the main concepts of XSLT and show how to translate
them to X-Fun.
Concepts on XSLT A fragment of an XSLT program computing
the table of contents for a book could look like the following
<xsl:stylesheet>
<xsl:template match="book">
<book>
<xsl:apply-templates select="." mode="toc"/>
<xsl:copy-of select=child::*/>
</book>
</xsl:template>
...
</xsl:stylesheet>
An XSLT program consists of a set of templates, which can be
applied to some node of an input document. The output produced
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by the template application is a combination of static data, data
copied from the input and output produced by recursive calls. There
are two types of calls in the XSLT language. The call-template
instruction calls a template by directly specifying its name, while
apply-templates dynamically selects a template (which is then
called a template rule) to be evaluated from a set of templates
belonging to the specified mode according to the match filters of the
templates. Ambiguities in the second case are solved by assigning
explicit priorities to individual template rules. Both types of calls
allow passing additional document fragments as parameters. In the
second case, one can also navigate in the input document.
Compiler to X-Fun In the rest of this section, we show how to
translate the most important constructs of XSLT to X-Fun. The sup-
ported fragment of XSLT includes named templates, template rules,
instructions call-template, apply-templates, if, choice,
for-each, copy, copy-of and dynamic content creation instruc-
tions (attribute, value-of, . . . ). Templates can be called with
any number of parameters. However, the set of allowed operations
on the parameters is restricted to two: output and apply a template
to the value of the parameter.1
A complete XSLT program is translated into an X-Fun program,
with a top-level let binder introducing all function definitions, fol-
lowed by an application of the default mode function to the root
node of the input. Each template is translated to a function defi-
nition with the corresponding number of parameters. Furthermore,
for each mode, we specify a special function which selects the right
rule in a case expression and calls the corresponding functions. Pri-
orities of the rules are implemented using a suitable ordering of the
individual case clauses. As an example we We consider the follow-
ing XSLT program:
<xsl:template name="p" match="a">
<B><xsl:apply-templates select="child::*"/></B>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template name="q" match="b">
<C><xsl:call-template name="p"/></C>
</xsl:template>
It will be translated to the following definitions in X-Fun:
p ( x ) = t r e e (B , f o r x ’ i n x / c h i l d : : * do d e f a u l t ( x ’ ) )
q ( x ) = t r e e (C , p ( x ) )
d e f a u l t ( x ) = c a s e x i n
[ s e l f : : a ] ⇒ p ( x )
[ s e l f : : b ] ⇒ q ( x )
The call-template instruction is translated to a simple call
p(x, . . .), where p is the function corresponding to the called tem-
plate and . . . stands for the translation of the call parameters, de-
scribed later. The apply-templates instruction is more compli-
cated as it involves calling a template for each node selected by an
XPATH expression. It can be translated to
let params = . . . in for x′ in x/P do m(x′, params) ,
where P is the XPATH expression, and m is the rule-selecting
function for the specified mode. There are two ways of specify-
ing template parameters. The first is using an XPATH expression
and this is translated as for x′ in P (x) do subtree(x′). The sec-
ond possibility is to use XSLT expressions to construct an out-
put tree, and it is translated in the same way as template body.
The rules for translating the individual constructs in the template
body are very straight-forward. The if and choice instructions
are translated as case expressions, for-each results in a for
expression. Instruction copy-of translates to a combination of
1 Specifically, this excludes running complex XPATH expressions, which
access the parameter alongside the main document.
for and subtree expressions, since it can navigate in the tree.
The shallow copy <xsl:copy>. . .</xsl:copy> construct trans-
lates to tree(lab(x), . . .). Dynamic content creation instructions
like attribute, which enables us to output an XML attribute
whose name and value are dynamically computed, can also be
translated.
5. Hyperstreaming Evaluation
We first illustrate the main ideas, then discuss XSMs that we use
for streaming XPATH evaluation, and finally present our functional
engine and its interaction with XSMs.
5.1 Basic Ideas
We sketch the main ideas of the hyperstreaming evaluator for X-
Fun and illustrate them by example. Suppose we are given a close
X-Fun program A. The first issue is to replace all XPATH expres-
sions in A by an XPATH streaming machine (XSM), which will
interact with the functional engine evaluating A. For an XPATH
expression that occurs in a loop for x′ in x/P do A′ the cor-
responding XSM M will compute all nodes x′ reachable from
x via P , so that the functional machine can evaluate the loop
for x′ in M(x) do A′. It will tell the XSM M(x) whenever x can
be bound to a node opened on the stream, while M(x) will report
all selected nodes for x′ to the functional machine.
One of the problems is that some nodes may become a candidate
for an x′ answering M(x), but that one has to wait for more
information on the stream to come in order to decide whether this
node is really an answer. In this case, the functional machine has
to start evaluating A′ for this node v for x′. The intermediate result
must be buffered by the functional machine. It will become valid
only once the selection of v gets confirmed, and must be discarded
once the rejection of v is reported. Therefore, an XSM machine
must also inform the functional machine about the creation of
alive candidates, their selection and rejection. As an example, we
reconsider the X-Fun program converting the address book. Beside
others, it contains a loop converting all address records, and another
loop converting all non-secret phone numbers.
M1(root) ∶ f o r x i n r o o t / c h i l d : : a d r e s s e do A1
M2(x) ∶ f o r x′ i n x / phone [ n o t ( c h i l d : : s e c r e t ) ] do A2
When ever the opening tag of an address node is visited, machine
M1 will report the selection of identifier v of this node. The func-
tional machine will then have to evaluate A1 with the environment
x = v, i.e., compute JA1Ktx = v. Furthermore, it will have to pass
v as a possible value of x to M2. Whenever the phone field v′ of
address v is opened, M2 has to report that v′ is an alive candidate
for x′, but cannot know yet, whether it will be selected. In this ex-
ample,M2 can decide rejection once the secret-child v is opened.
Generally, all parallel calls in the alive part of the program need
to be evaluated in parallel. The functional program has to evaluate
subexpressions for all alive, and to buffer the intermediate results,
until selection or rejection is decided by some XSM machine. The
XSM machines communicate with the functional machine, which
in turn communicate to possible other XSM machines. This way,
only the alive part of the program is evolved.
Hyper-stream comes in a most natural manner, since the func-
tional machine is evaluating all alive parts of the program in paral-
lel. For all shreds computed anyway, it simply output the maximal
part on the corresponding output stream.
5.2 Streaming Evaluation of XPATH
In this section we introduce a formal model for a machine evaluat-
ing an XPATH expression on a data tree. Since XPATH evaluation
is not the subject of this paper, we only give a high-level input-
output specification of the machine in sufficient scope so that we
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can later reason about it. It subsequent sections we show how to
connect multiple machines together and use them in evaluation of
X-Fun programs.
Let P be an XPATH expression. An XPath streaming machine
(XSM) for expression P is a machine with two input tapes and a
single output tape. The input and output tapes are read (or written,
respectively) in a left-to-right manner. The first input tape contains
a nested word serialization of a data tree t. The second input tape
contains a word u over {0,1} such that ∣v∣ = ∣nodes(t)∣. I.e., each
letter in u corresponds to a node of t. If v is a node of t, we shall
denote the corresponding letter of u by uv . The letters uv in u are
ordered according to the preorder ordering of t.
An XPath streaming machine computes the relations JF Kpatht
and JF Kfiltert incrementally. The operation of an XSM can be de-
fined in terms of variables. An XSM has one or two variables, which
range over nodes of the input tree. An XSM used for evaluating path
expressions (present in for -expressions) has two variables x and
z. The x variable defines the starting point of the expression evalu-
ating and z defines the selected tree nodes. An XSM derived from
XPath filters (from case -expressions) contain only the variable x,
since they only return a boolean result (whether a node satisfies the
filter).
During the processing of the input stream, the XSM maintains
a list of candidates — tuples of nodes, which have already been
read but it is yet unclear whether they belong to the correspond-
ing semantic relation. These candidates are said to be alive. Once
the machine reads a sufficiently large prefix of the input stream
to determine the status of the candidate, it either selects or rejects
it. The machine can also have partial candidates like (v, ●), (●, v)
or (●) which represent tuples, where some component has not yet
been read from the stream. When an appropriate node arrives, ●-
entries are instantiated to form new candidates. The output tape
of an XSM then contains tuples (v, v′, S) or (v,S) respectively,
where S ∈ {ALIVE, REJECT, SELECT}. ALIVE is output as soon
the opening event of a node is read and the SELECT and REJECT
events are output when the candidate status is determined. In case
of path expressions, we also output the tuples (●, v, ALIVE) once
a candidate with z = v is instantiated. It is important that XSM
also reports aliveness information, since this information is needed
in the X-Fun machine, to compute the transformation output. Ad-
ditionally, the XSM for the path expression reports a special tuple(v, ●, REJECT) when it can determine that there will be no more
v-tuples produced (all candidates with x = v are completed, and
no new candidates will be generated). The handling of candidates
is illustrated in the following examples (for the moment, we ignore
the second input tape of the machine):
Example 1. Let us assume the input tree a(a(b)) and let v1, v2 and
v3 refer to the first, second and third node of the tree, respectively.
An XPath streaming machine for the filter [self::a[child::b]],
selecting all nodes a that have a child b, will operate as follows on
the stream containing <a><a><b></b></a></a>. After reading
the first event, it outputs (v1, ALIVE) since it cannot determine
from the processed prefix whether node v1 has a b-labeled child.
After reading the opening event of v2, it outputs (v2, ALIVE) for
the same reason. At this moment, the machine maintains two out-
put candidates, corresponding to the two tree nodes. After reading
the next event, it becomes clear that v2 is selected by the XPATH
expression and the machine outputs (v2, SELECT), completing the
evaluation of the second candidate. This node is not even consid-
ered for a candidate, since its label is incompatible with the filter.
Since the node was immediately rejected, the machine does not
output any v3-tuple. The closing event of v3 generates no new
candidates or output. The final event, closing of v1 completes the
evaluation of the first candidate, since it is now clear that it has no
b-children. The machine therefore outputs (v1, REJECT).
Example 2. A machine for path expressions will operate similarly,
except that it will output pairs of nodes. For example, an XSM for
the expression self::a/descendant::b on the same input docu-
ment will output the tuples (v1, v3, SELECT) and (v2, v3, SELECT)
after the third event and (v2, ●, REJECT) and (v1, ●, REJECT) after
the respective close event.
The second input tape restricts the tuples which are written to
the output tape. Specifically, if uv = 0 the machine does not output
any tuples, which have v as the first member. If uv = 1, then the
tuples are output as described in the previous paragraph. This can
be used decrease the resource (time and memory) of a XSM—
resource usage is dependant on the number of nodes we start the
XPATH evaluation from and normally we will be only interested in
a fraction of nodes.
The XSM then operates as follows. First, it reads an event from
the input stream and tries to advance already all alive candidates
and outputs any tuples it has produced. Let this event correspond
to node v. Next, if the event is an open event, then a letter from
the second input tape (which will be the letter uv , because of the
ordering of the tape) is read. If uv = 1 then it starts an evaluation
of candidates for x = v and outputs any additional tuples.2 The
processing then resumes with the next input event.
5.3 Systems of XPATH Streaming Machines
When evaluating an X-Fun program on an input document, we
will usually need to run evaluate multiple XPATH expressions. To
achieve this, we will use multiple XSM instances, one for each path
and filter expression.3 These machines will operate synchronously,
reading the same input document on the first tape. The benefit of
this approach is that we can easily discard an event once it has been
processed by all XSM.
The second tape of XSM is not shared by all the XPath stream-
ing machines. Instead, it is computed separately for each XSM by
the X-Fun machine that controls them. The X-Fun machine deter-
mines whether it needs to start at XPath expression from the current
node using the output produced in the first phase (before reading uv
from the second tape) of the XSM computation on the current event.
Then it sets the value of uv for individual machines and resumes
their computation.
Example 3. Let the currently evaluated X-Fun fragment be A1 =
for x in root/P1 do A2. Suppose that the expression P1 selects
the current node v. Then, the XSM machine for P1 will return(root, v, S) with S = SELECT or S = ALIVE. In either case, we
know that v is a candidate for output and we start evaluating A2
with x = v. We unfold A2, including all the function calls, looking
references to x.
Suppose now that A2 contains another for-loop, say for x′ in
x/P2 do A3. This means that we need to evaluate P2 starting
from v. Therefore, we set uv = 1 for the machine for P2 and let
it proceed with the second phase of evaluation. During this phase
the machine may return (v, v, SELECT), which means we must
continue to unfold A3, etc. This process stops once a machine does
not return a tuple with z = v or reach a machine which already
has uv = 1 set. Note that in the first case, we detect a loop in the
program, and therefore the X-Fun machine will loop also. However,
the process of uv-saturation, which is discussed here, will always
complete.
2 For example, the tuple (v, v, S).
3 If a program contains multiple instances of some expression (which can
be quite common for expressions like child::*), they can all be handled
by the same XSM.
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Example 3 illustrates why we have to split the XSM processing
into two phases, and also the algorithm which controls the individ-
ual machines and computes the uv values.
Output reprocessing In the previous section we showed how to
run multiple XSM on a single input stream. However, in X-Fun it
is possible to process an output hedge, which is dynamically con-
structed (transformation composition). Evaluating a compose in-
struction consists of creating a new set of XSM machines, which
will process the newly constructed document. The control of the
machines remains the same, the only difference is that the new XSM
set reads the input stream directly from the sub-process which cre-
ates it instead of some external source.
5.4 X-Fun Evaluation
The data structure holding the computed-but-not-written part of
output consists of records, which are connected in a DAG structure.
Each record has two components: an output buffer and a kind. The
output buffers can hold output events and other records. The con-
tents of the buffers is well nested in the sense that if a buffer con-
tains an open-element event, it will also contain the corresponding
close event. However, there is no restriction on the number of ele-
ments of the same level (the buffer can contain an arbitrary hedge)
and it is not necessary to create a new buffer for every nesting level.
A sub-record can be shared between multiple records that con-
tain it. This means that e.g., records containing the computed values
of function parameters are stored only once, although the parame-
ter can be output many times. We track the number of references
to each record so that we can release it as soon as it is no longer
needed. In fact, when outputting with a reference count of 1, so that
we are sure that this is the last usage, we release the memory for the
members in parallel to the reading of the buffer. This is especially
important since a lot of programs have for-each-record loops at the
top level, with a potentially unbounded number of records on the
input. If we released the memory for the buffer only after reading
the whole buffer, we would have memory usage linear to the size
of the input even in case of a strictly streamable transformation.
With the immediate removal from the buffer, the output buffer will
contain at most one entry for a perfectly streamable transformation.
The kind of the record determines which algorithm fills the
buffer. We have separate algorithms for loops, case expressions, etc.
The algorithm may create additional working buffers in the record
for storing computations corresponding to alive candidates, which
still may become rejected. However, to minimize the memory used
for buffering, it should move to computed output to the output
buffer as soon as it is sure the output will be correct. The operation
of the individual algorithms will be described in Section 5.5.
At the start of the evaluation, the evaluator shall have one top
level record, which corresponds to the initial term of the program.
The evaluation as soon as some output events appear in the output
buffers of this record hierarchy, the evaluator, will write them to the
output stream and, if the containing record is not referenced else-
where, remove them from the buffer. Additional top-level records
can be added by the shred -operation and also by the for-loops,
which need to speculatively evaluate some terms.
Similarly, at the beginning there will be only one set of XSM
machines responsible for evaluating path queries and filters on
the main input tree. Once we start reprocessing computed trees
(instruction compose ), we create additional XSMs which will
process the temporary tree operating in the same manner as on the
main tree. To avoid buffering of the computed parts of the tree, we
will prefer to process this tree instead of the main one, processing
each event as it is computed. Since computing the temporary tree
will involve reading the input from the main tree, we will not starve
the computation on the main tree.
We shall write the records as tuples R = (B,K), where B
is the output buffer and K is the record kind.Furthermore, output
buffers will be written as sequences (r1, r2, . . . , rn,→), where ri
can be either a computed output event, or another record. Newly
computed elements are added to the end of the sequence. When we
know that there will be no more new events added to the buffer (the
evaluation algorithm has completed), we omit the arrow at the end
of the buffer: (r1, . . . , rn).
5.4.1 Example
We will illustrate the process of X-Fun evaluation on the following
program:
l e t q ( x ) = c a s e x i n
[ s e l f : : b [ c ] ] ⇒ “c”
[ t r u e ] ⇒ “b”
i n t r e e ( a , f o r x ’ i n r o o t / c h i l d : : b do q ( x ’ ) ) end
Let us assume we are evaluating this program on the data tree a(b),
so the input stream will contain the nested word <a><b></b></a>.
We shall refer to the a-nodes of the tree by v1 and the b-node by v2,
while for the 4 events of the nested word, we shall use e1, . . . , e4
in their order. After reading the event e1, we create the following
record structure:
R1 = ((<a>,R′1,</a>), tree) R′1 = ((→), for)
R1 holds the evaluated form of the topmost tree-expression. The
closing and opening events of the a-node have already been written
to the buffer (and this completes the work ofAtree). The non-static
parts of the expression, in this case the for-loop, have been replaced
by references to sub-records. The buffer of R′1 will hold the result
of the evaluation of the for-loop. At first, it is empty, because we
have not encountered any b-children yet (the XSM machine has not
produced any output). On the other hand, buffer of R1 has a prefix
ready for output, so we write <a> to the output stream. Since R1
is not referenced by other buffers, we remove the event from the
buffer.
After reading the event e2, Afor receives the (v1, v2, SELECT)
tuple from the XSM. Since now we know that v2 got selected,
we start evaluating the body of the for loop with x′ = v2. We
enter the function call and start evaluating the case-expression. To
determine which branch of the expression to choose, we signal the
XSM machines to examine the current node (we set uv2 = 1 on
the corresponding input tape). The machine for the second filter
reports selection, but the first machine doesn’t have the definitive
answer yet. Therefore, we must start evaluating both branches and
the record structure becomes:
R1 = ((R′1,</a>), tree) R′1 = ((R2,→), for)
R2 = ((→), case) R12 = ((“c”), text)
R22 = ((“b”), text)
To the buffer ofR′1 we have addedR2, which will hold the result of
the function call. However, its buffer is still empty. The evaluation
of the two case -branches is performed in records R12 and R
2
2. We
cannot generate any output in this step.
The third event closes node v2, which means that now we are
sure that the b-node has no c-labelled children. Therefore, the XSM
for the first branch reports rejection and we can definitely say that
the computation will proceed with the second branch. Therefore,Acase puts R22 into the buffer of R2, resulting in the configuration:
R1 = ((R′1,</a>), tree) R′1 = ((R2,→), for)
R2 = ((R22), case) R12 = ((“c”), text)
R22 = ((“b”), text)
Now, we see that we can output “c”. After the output and cleanup
of empty (R22, R2) and unreferenced records (R
1
2), the structure
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l e t S be a g l o b a l s t a c k o f s u b t r e e b u f f e r i n g r e c o r d s
f u n c t i o n e v a l s u b t r e e ( node v )
i f S i s empty t h e n
push R’ = ((→), subtree) t o S
/ / R’ s h a l l r e f e r t o v
e l s e
R = t o p ( S )
i f R r e f e r s t o v t h e n
r e t u r n R
suspend b u f f e r i n g o f R
R’ = ((→), subtree(v))
push R’ t o S
add R’ t o R
end
p r o c e d u r e s u b t r e e e v e n t ( e v e n t e )
R = t o p ( S )
/ / l e t R r e f e r t o node v
add e t o b u f f e r o f R
i f e i s t h e c l o s e e v e n t o f v t h e n
mark R as comple t ed
pop ( S )
i f S i s n o t empty t h e n
resume b u f f e r i n g o f t o p ( S )
end
Figure 5. Evaluation functions for expression subtree(N). Func-
tion eval subtree is called when we reach subtree(N) while
unfolding the program. The function parameter is the value of the
node variable. The subtree event of the topmost buffer on the
stack is called for every event processed.
simplifies to:
R1 = ((R′1,</a>), tree) R′1 = ((R2,→), for)
When we close the root node v1, the XSM for the path expression
reports that the evaluation for x = v1 is complete, which completes
the evaluation ofR′1. Therefore, we output </a> and remove all the
buffers, which completes the transformation.
5.5 Algorithm
We illustrated the operation of the basic X-Fun constructs on the
example in the previous section. Now, we give the details of the
evaluation algorithms for different kinds of output records.
Deep copy — subtree(N). If the expression subtree(root) is
present in the program, we need to start buffering the whole in-
put. Otherwise, we start buffering when we reach the expression
subtree(x). We buffer all the input events, starting from the cur-
rent event (which will always be the event pointed to by the node
variable) up to the corresponding close event. If multiple buffering
requests come in for the same node, we they shall share the same
output record. If a buffering request comes in while we are already
buffering an input subtree (starting at some parent v′ of the cur-
rent node v), we shall create a new record. However, to avoid the
buffering of the same event multiple times, we shall suspend the
buffering for the v′-node. Instead, we shall simply place the newly
created buffer for v in the v′ buffer. We resume filling the old buffer
once the new buffer completes. The pseudocode for this procedure
is presented in Figure 5.
Text values — text(N). Similar to subtree(N), except we
buffer only text value of the subtree.
Shallow copy — tree(L,A). We create a three-element buffer(ex,R′, e′x), where ex and e′x are the opening and closing events
of the current node and R′ stores the result of the evaluation of A.
l e t q ( x ) =
l e t y = A1 i n
fo r x ’ i n x / P do A end
end
in A3 / * c a l l s q * / end
Figure 6. Program fragment demonstrating for loop evaluation
For loop — for x′ in N/P do A. For loop is the most compli-
cated construct to evaluate. Because the path expression in the loop
can return nodes which precede the starting node, we must prepare
for the evaluation of the loop even before we reach the loop while
evaluating the program. We do this by listening to the (●, v′, S)
notifications from the corresponding XSM machine. For every se-
lected and alive node, we start the evaluation (create a new top level
record) of the loop body, with x′ = v′. If we later learn that an alive
node was rejected, we terminate the computation in the body and
release the associated memory. The loop body can refer to param-
eters, which are not yet available. However, this is not a problem,
since the only possible operation for the parameters is outputing
them, so we can just output a placeholder record, which will wait
for the real parameter value. Essentially, this creates a record tem-
plate R(Ry1 , . . . ,Ryn), which can then be instantiated to form an
actual record.
When we later reach the loop while evaluating other an X-Fun
term containing it, we signal the XSM machine to bind the first
variable to the current node. After this, we start receiving (v, v′, S),
where v is the value ofN . Now, if we receive a select or alive event,
and v′ comes before v on the input stream, we locate the record
template for v′ and instantiate it with real values of the parameters
found in the environment. If v′ comes after v, we simply create a
new record and start evaluating the body of the loop into it. In either
case, we put new record in the working buffer for v.
The working buffer is a list of sub-buffers, which have not yet
been written into the output buffer for the loop. We store the sub-
buffers here instead of the output buffer since some of the buffers
may correspond to alive nodes, which may become rejected in the
future. The buffers in the list are ordered according to the nodes
they correspond to. The buffers linked to selected nodes, which
are at the head of the list, are immediately removed and put in
the output buffer, because we can be sure that no future events
will change their status. Therefore, the first buffer in the waiting
corresponds to an alive node. Once we receive the (v, ●, REJECT)
tuple and the list becomes empty, we can conclude the evaluation
of the for loop.
An illustration of the for loop evaluation can be seen on Figure 7
and we the pseudocode for the loop-handling algorithm is presented
in the Appendix.
Let expression — let D in A. Function definitions require no
evaluation. When evaluating a definition of a hedge variable, we
create a new buffer for the output hedge and start evaluating the
term into the buffer. The buffer remains in the execution environ-
ment while it is referenced in the body of let term. Evaluating
node variable definition means assigning the node identifier to the
variable in the environment.
Function call — q(N,A1, . . . ,An). We create buffers for the
function parameters, like in the let term and we start evaluating
the body of the function in the new environment.
Case expression — case N of F1 ⇒ A1 . . . Fn ⇒ An. Let
the current node be v. We set uv = 1 for all XSM machines
linked to the filters in the case expression. If it is not immediately
clear which branch will be selected (the non-rejecting machine
with the lowest index reports (v, ALIVE)), we create sub-records
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Loop body record templates
Loop record
R1 template
eval of A[x’=v1,y=?]
R1
eval of A[x’=v1,y=R]
selected
 
R3
eval of A[x’=v3,y=R]
alive
 
R4
eval of A[x’=v4,y=R]
selected
R2 template
eval of A[x’=v2,y=?]
R3 template
eval of A[x’=v3,y=?]
Output buffer = ( R1, ->)
Figure 7. Illustration of for loop the computation for program
fragment in Figure 6. Before A3 called q, the XSM has returned
three alive candidates for x′ = v1, v2, v3, so we have started
evaluating A with an unknown value of y (loop body templates
box). The situation on the picture is after q has been called
with x = v4. The XSM has returned the following notifications:(v4, v1, SELECT)(v4, v3, ALIVE)(v4, v4, SELECT). Since v1 and
v3 can be selected starting from the current node, we instantiate the
corresponding records with the value of parameter y, which is now
known from the environment. Furthermore, v4 is also selected, so
we begin a new computation of A with x′ = v4. As the first record
is selected, we move it directly to the output buffer. The record for
v4 will not enter the output buffer even though the node is selected,
because we don’t know the status of v3 and we need to preserve the
node order in the output buffer.
and start evaluating the body of the loop for all branches that
have a chance of being selected (this are the expressions whose
XSM machine reports ALIVE or SELECT and there is no selecting
machine with a lower index) into the sub-records. We then create an
new empty record and return it. In subsequent steps, we terminate
the computations of the branches that get rejected until there only
one left. At this point, we can insert the remaining subrecord into
the output buffer.
Parameter reference — y. we simply output a record containing
the buffer for the hedge variable y, which is present in the environ-
ment.
Output reprocessing — compose x ∶ A in A′. We create a
record for storing the output of A and create new instances of the
XSMs, which will read from the record. The output buffer will store
the output of evaluating A′ in the modified environment, where x
is bound to the root of the tree produced by A.
Shredding — shred(A,T ). We create a new record for holding
the evaluation of A. However, this record is not stored in the main
output. Instead, we create a new output co-routine, which will run
in parallel to the main one and write the output of this record onto
a new stream. In the output buffer, we only output a symbolic
reference to the main stream. The parameter T gives the name of
the output file. If value of T is not immediately available (it depends
on the input), we store the stream in a temporary file and rename it
after the name becomes available.
6. Implementation and Experiments
We have implemented a part of the algorithm from Section 5 in the
Java programming language. For the implementation of XSM we
used the open source tool FXP 1.1[6, 7], with some custom mod-
ifications. In the compiler from XSLT to X-Fun, we also used the
open source version of the QUIXPATH tool [7], which can compile
XPATH expression into FXP terms that can then be evaluated by the
FXP tool.
Customization of FXP interface. Although mainly motivated by
the need for answering (unary) XPATH queries, FXP already con-
tained support for answering binary queries of the type we de-
scribed in Section 5.2, together with reporting aliveness informa-
tion. However, it lacked the possibility to control the binding of
the first variable, which we needed to avoid answering very general
queries. Also, because of the need for elaborate control mechanism
between XSM instances as illustrated in Example 3, we split the
processing of one input event into two sub-steps. I.e., we chose the
model with two tapes instead of the (more natural) one, where there
is only one tape and the input events are annotated with the infor-
mation whether one can bind the variable.
Implementation of X-Fun. We have implemented a significant
fragment of the full X-Fun evaluation algorithm. The features
which are lacking the current implementation are: support for mul-
tiple node variables (i.e., in a loop of type for x′ in x/P do A,
the body of the loop A must not contain the variable x′), spec-
ulative evaluating of the loop body for cases when the the path
expression selects a predecessor of the current node, and the sup-
port for re-processing a shredded tree (re-processing of a normal
tree, is fully implemented). However, even with these limitations,
our implementation is capable of streaming a much larger class of
transformations than SAXON, including many almost-real-world
examples.4
Besides completing the support for all language features, the
implementation can be improved also in terms of performance, both
running time and memory. For example, recently we were able to
halve the amount of memory needed to buffer a fixed amount of
output by storing the output buffers more compactly — by using a
singly instead of a doubly linked list for storing the list of items, or
even using arrays if the buffers were of fixed, known size.
XSLT compiler. The compiler is implemented by applying the
rewriting rules from Section 4. However, to support real-world
XSLT stylesheet, it needs support for additional XSLT features,
some of which do not require any additional support from the
core language (like xsl:import or the computation of the default
priority of template rules), while some need more support from X-
Fun (e.g., XSLT 3.0 accumulators) or FXP (XPATH with joins).
QUIXPATH. Since QUIXPATH compiled XPATH expressions
into unary FXP terms, we needed to provide a wrapper interface
over it, which added the second variable to the term, enabling the
correct usage of path XSMs in X-Fun.
6.1 Experiments
To evaluate the streaming performance of our implementation, we
have first compared it with the leading industry tool, the SAXON
XSLT processor, which supports a subset of the streaming features
in the upcoming XSLT 3.0 standard. To the authors’ knowledge,
there is no official and publicly available benchmark for XSLT.
Furthermore, any real-world XSLT stylesheet would either fall out
of the streamable fragment supported by SAXON, or it would run
into the limitations of our implementation of the XSLT compiler
and the FXP tool. Therefore, we have decided to do the comparison
on a synthetic, but real-world motivated example.
We have run both implementations on a 1 gigabyte address
book document. The transformation in question was a simple one,
4 We say only almost real world, since practically used stylesheet usually
contain at least a couple of XPATH expressions referencing template param-
eters (XPATH joins) or rely on the finer points of XSLT namespace handling
and similar features, which are not supported by our implementation.
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<x s l : s t y l e s h e e t v e r s i o n = ” 3 . 0 ” xmlns : x s l =
” h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 1 9 9 9 / XSL / Trans fo rm”>
<x s l : mode s t r e a m a b l e =” yes ”/>
<x s l : t e m p l a t e match =”/”>
<Addresses>
<x s l : f o r −each s e l e c t =”* / Address”>
<x s l : copy>
<x s l : copy−of s e l e c t =
” node ( ) [ n o t ( s e l f : : Note ) ]” / >
</ x s l : copy>
</ x s l : f o r −each>
</ Addresses>
</ x s l : t e m p l a t e>
</ x s l : s t y l e s h e e t >
Figure 8. Stylesheet removing Note elements used in the test.
motivated by the examples from Requirements and Use Cases for
XSLT 2.1 document[26]. The transformation takes an address book
and removes the Note field from every Address element. The
stylesheet for the transformation is given in Figure 8.
Running the transformation in SAXON required 206 seconds on
average, while our own implementation took 479 seconds, which is
an approximately 2.3-fold increase. These results are already good,
given that our implementation can handle a much greater fragment
of XSLT and XPATH than SAXON, and we believe that with further
optimization we could reach the running time of SAXON. The
transformation was run on computer with an Intel Core i7 processor
running at 2.8GHz, with 4GB of RAM and a SATA hard drive,
running a 32-bit version of Windows 7.
To show the versatility of our tool, we have also tested it us-
ing the transformation publishing an address book in HTML. The
transformation in question is a more elaborate version of the pro-
gram in Figure 4, and it includes 33 path expressions and 5 filters.
It is not possible to perform this transformation in streaming mode
in SAXON, therefore we tested it on a 400MB document, largest
we could safely fit into memory. SAXON performed the transfor-
mation in 39.9 seconds, while our X-Fun implementation did it in
236. While this is a slowdown of factor almost 6, we do not con-
sider it a completely fair comparison as SAXON had access to the
whole input tree during the entire transformation, while our algo-
rithm performed it all in one pass. Indeed, while SAXON barely
fit the input tree in the memory, our algorithm has evaluated the
same transformation in significantly less space, which is why we
consider this result adequate.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented the functional core language X-Fun for hyper-
streaming transformations on data trees. We have shown that X-Fun
subsumes the core of XSLT, and shown that hyperstreaming for
XSLT can be done without any a priori restrictions or manual code
rewriting, also for transformations that are not streamable without
shredding. We believe that this approach offers a valuable alter-
native to the current approach of the XSLT working group of the
W3C, where streaming support is offered only for a smaller frag-
ment.
We believe that X-Fun has much more to offer to XML pro-
cessing, since it may also serve as a core language of XQUERY
and XPROC. When it comes to XQUERY, we need to extend the
underlying XPATH expressions with joins. For defining XPROC
pipelines, we have to extend the language with operators for the dy-
namic creation of XPATH expressions. One might also be tempted
to turn X-Fun into a core for NOSQL language, providing distribu-
tion and streaming support for JSON.
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Appendix
We present the pseudocode for the evaluation functions for for
loops. for global listens to events (●, v, ALIVE) events from
XSM and creates record templates. eval for is called when we
reach the for loop while unfolding the program. It instantiates
record templates with the context and returns the new record.
for event is called in subsequent steps and it manages the cre-
ation or deletion of sub-records.
/ / l e t T be a g l o b a l l i s t o f l oop body t e m p l a t e s
p r o c e d u r e f o r g l o b a l ( node v , s t a t e S )
i f S == REJECT t h e n
remove t h e loop body f o r v from T , i f i t e x i s t s
e l s e / / S == ALIVE
/ / S c a n n o t be SELECT , as we do n o t s e l e c t
/ / an i n c o m p l e t e c a n d i d a t e
D = ( x=v )
R = e v a l u a t i o n o f t h e loop body i n D
p u t R i n t o T
end
f u n c t i o n e v a l f o r ( node v , e n v i r o n m e n t D)
W = new empty working b u f f e r
i f u v == 0 t h e n
u v = 1
run t h e e v a l u a t i o n o f XSM f o r c u r r e n t e v e n t
s t o r e t h e n o t i f i c a t i o n s from XSM i n L
e l s e
/ / someone e l s e has a l r e a d y run t h e XSM
/ / t h e n o t i f i c a t i o n s a r e w a i t i n g f o r us i n L
end
f o r each n o t i f i c a t i o n l i n L do
l e t l = ( v , v ’ , S )
i f S != REJECT t h e n
i f v == v ’ t h e n
D’ = D&x=v
R’ = e v a l u a t i o n o f t h e loop body i n D’
e l s e
R’ = loop body f o r v ’ from T
i n s t a n t i a t e m i s s i n g v a r i a b l e s i n R from D
end
p u t R’ i n W
end
R = ((→), for)
move t h e s e l e c t e d p r e f i x o f W t o t h e b u f f e r o f R
s t o r e t h e e n v i r o n m e n t D i n R
l e t f o r e v e n t l i s t e n t o v−e v e n t s from XSM
r e t u r n R
end
p r o c e d u r e f o r e v e n t ( node v ’ , s t a t e S )
i f S == REJECT t h e n
i f v ’ == ●
mark R as comple t ed
e l s e
remove r e c o r d f o r v ’ from W
end
i f S == ALIVE or S == SELECT t h e n
D’ = D&x=v ’
R’ = e v a l u a t i o n o f t h e loop body i n D’
p u t R’ i n W
end
move t h e s e l e c t e d p r e f i x o f W t o t h e o u t p u t b u f f e r
end
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